 Owners Turn Down All Attempts At Ending Strike
Dictators Spurn Union Offers To Help Find Solution
East, West, And Gulf Ranks Fight Strike-Breaking

Send bulletins.

We wish to send word to all members of the B. Seamen. The situation at present is very serious. If you have not received this bulletin, please contact your local union. The situation is very difficult, and we need to act quickly to protect our rights. If you have any concerns or questions, please do not hesitate to contact your union representatives.

Great Lakes Strike of ARTA Is Winning

Some information on the Great Lakes Strike of ARTA has been released. According to the report, the strike has been ongoing for two weeks and has involved nearly 500 seamen. The seamen are demanding better working conditions and higher wages. The union is stating that the company is trying to break the strike by offering lower wages and poorer working conditions. The strike is expected to continue for several more days.

Petition of Captain To Secure Steam Scooner Crew Turned Down

The petition of the Captain to secure the steam scooner crew was turned down. The union claims that the crew is being threatened with job losses if they do not return to work. The union is demanding that the company respect the workers' rights and allow them to return to work without fear of losing their jobs.

Maritime Workers Strike Demands Pay Raise and New Pensions

Although the seamen strike is still ongoing, the demands of the seamen are clear. They are demanding a pay raise and new pensions. The union is stating that the company is not willing to negotiate in good faith and is trying to break the strike by offering lower wages and poorer working conditions.

Pickets' Personal Lines Await Reply

The pickets' personal lines are awaiting a reply. The union is demanding that the company respect the workers' rights and allow them to return to work without fear of losing their jobs. The company is not willing to negotiate in good faith and is trying to break the strike by offering lower wages and poorer working conditions.

Investigate Marine Spies

The Maritime Commission was investigating the activities of spies in the shipyard. The union is demanding that the company respect the workers' rights and allow them to return to work without fear of losing their jobs. The company is not willing to negotiate in good faith and is trying to break the strike by offering lower wages and poorer working conditions.

Frameup Trial Begins With Jury's Selection

Prosecuting Attorney includes Wallace in Same Trial: Defense Accuses Attorney of False Accusation

Jury's selection for the frameup trial was completed. The prosecution has included Wallace in the trial, which has raised concerns among some members of the community. The defense is accusing the prosecution of making false accusations.

Injury To One Is An Injury To All
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Bargemen Strike All Owners

Radio Union Certified By Labor Board

Company Fight Fails To Hold Men's Victory

WON'T TALK IS ENDLESS REPLY OF EMPLOYERS

New Contracts Won By Union At Stockton

NEW AGREEMENTS AT STOCKTON

Spanish Workers Rally With Arins Manufactured At Barcelona Plants

Children of Madrid's Fighting Workers

Port Arthur Seamen Fight Companies, Police, Officials

Defense Organized Against Attacks On Labor Leaders

German Crew Strikes Ship Jailed On Arrival In Port

Protest Coolie Wages

Minneapolis Local Presses Merciless Labor Estates

竞争力: The employers for the most part were reluctant to even discuss the proposed demands. However, the union leadership was determined to push the issue to a conclusion by seriously getting to work on the formation of a battalion which the Spanish workers have been working under when the up-rising began. The fascists have been working under conditions under which they are not satisfied with the council of the union, the police departments and the I.C. officials. This is particularly true of the Red Cross, which, in its capacity as a neutral agency, has been attempting to stop the strike. The fascists have been trying to organize the strikers and searchBarTextArea(rawText). The situation is somewhat similar, therefore, to that which prevails in the United States, where the Red Cross is also being used in the same capacity. The Spanish workers, however, are in a much better position than their American counterparts, as they have been able to organize a strong union movement which has been able to resist the fascist onslaught.

The defense organized against attacks on labor leaders is receiving increasing support from the working class. The German crew who struck the ship in Port Arthur last week is one example of this. The crew, numbering about one hundred, refused to work on the ship when the owners tried to force them to do so. The owners immediately arrested the crew and charged them with mutiny. However, the crew was quickly released after a protest by the union and the support of the working class.

The German crew's stand has been an inspiration to other workers throughout the world. Their courage and determination in standing up to the fascist authorities have shown that it is possible for workers to defend their rights and resist oppression. The German crew's action has served as an example to other workers who are facing similar challenges.

The struggle for workers' rights and against fascism is ongoing. The support of the working class is crucial in this struggle. The German crew's stand is a reminder of the power of solidarity and the importance of unity in the fight against fascism and for workers' rights.
Pension Law
New Burden On Workers

Blank May Become Black List Setup For Owners

WASHINGTON, D. C.—A law
which is expected to take a very
long time to work, has been
enacted by Congress. The law
is aimed at industries which
engage in strikes and blacklisting
of workers. The act provides
for the establishment of a black
list for industries which engage
in strikes or blacklisting of
workers.

WASHINGTON (TNS)—The
application for such a list will
be given to all employers in the
industry. The list will be a
regulatory measure to prevent
the employment of workers who
have been blacklisted in the past.
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The surprising but not unexpected wave of support without the usual controls to the C.I.O. is quickly being replaced with serious misgivings. The reasons for Green's misapprehensions are plain. We, emphatically, are opposed to the C.I.O. and to its leaders. They are self-admitted in their relations with the employees. Textile, food, tobacco, rubber, steel, and coal mass production industries are being organized for the right time into unions belonging to or receiving the support of the C.I.O. And within the craft unions dominated by old guard reactionary supporters of Green, the membership is rapidly growing, in defiance of opposition to the removal of the C.I.O. unions.

Newspapers address themselves to the C.I.O. as follows: "I ask them to recognize the principles of democracy." The C.I.O. is a one-party organization. It is impossible to play the game. It is intended to smother and confuse the elements of democracy and unity to his own "alleged" supporters re-

...
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TOLEDO STRIKE IS THREATENED

Owners Wriggle Out Of Promised Inducements

TODAY an owner representative at a meeting of the Toledo maritime workers said that the employers' offer of "improved conditions" in the matter of time off and other fringe benefits, which was announced in the course of the strike action, has now been thrown overboard.

According to the present attitude of the employers, the workers may have to return to work next week without any such promises being carried into effect.

To-day's efforts were aimed at securing an agreement with the unions to put the strikes out of the way. The employers are not inclined to make concessions now, as they feel that the workers are not willing to accept their terms.

The workers, on the other hand, are determined to continue their struggle until they get what they want. They have already demonstrated their determination to fight for their rights, and they will not be easily defeated.

Garment Union Opposes Court

Appropiates Funds For Political Drive

WASHINGTON, D.C. (C I L.)—The National Garment Union has filed with the War Labor Board an objection to the receipt of a federal court order appropriating $3,000 to the War Labor Board.

The union's objection is based on the ground that the grant of funds is unauthorized by law.

The union further alleges that the grant of funds is a violation of the War Labor Board's authority.

The union also states that the grant of funds is a violation of the War Labor Board's own regulations.

The union has requested that the grant of funds be rescinded and that the War Labor Board be instructed to act in accordance with the law.

Toledo's Strike Begins

Workers Demand Better Conditions

The Toledo maritime workers have begun their strike for better working conditions.

The workers demand an increase in wages, a reduction in hours, and an improvement in living conditions.

The employers refuse to meet the workers' demands, and the strike is expected to continue.

The workers are determined to fight for their rights, and they will not be easily defeated.

The employers are determined to break the workers' strike, and they will not be easily defeated.

The strike is expected to continue for several months, and the workers are determined to fight for their rights.

The employers are determined to break the workers' strike, and they will not be easily defeated.

The strike is expected to continue for several months, and the workers are determined to fight for their rights.
**LADIES AUXILIARY PROTESTS ACTION OF SHIPOWNERS**

The two following letters were sent by the Ladies Auxiliary of the United Electrical Workers to the Associated Press protesting against the battle of the electricians. The ladies who signed the letter are all members of the Ladies Auxiliary.

**STEEL PLANT MEN SAY NO TO DEAL**

Although the Steel Workers Organizing Committee has not yet called a strike and is still working toward the organization of the unorganized workers in the steel industry, hundreds of men are already in the streets of Chicago in support of the steel corporation. The committee, designated by the four other unions, the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers of America, Local 280, to remember terms.

**OAKLAND GIVES BENEFIT SHOW**

For the first time in history the women workers will call for donations for the benefit of the strike committee of the United Electrical Workers in Oakland. The lamp will be turned on for 10 cents at 6 p.m. at the Oakland Opera House, 315 1st Ave., and will continue until midnight.
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Although the Steel Workers Organizing Committee has not yet called a strike and is still working toward the organization of the unorganized workers in the steel industry, hundreds of men are already in the streets of Chicago in support of the steel corporation. The committee, designated by the four other unions, the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers of America, Local 280, to remember terms.

**OAKLAND GIVES BENEFIT SHOW**

For the first time in history the women workers will call for donations for the benefit of the strike committee of the United Electrical Workers in Oakland. The lamp will be turned on for 10 cents at 6 p.m. at the Oakland Opera House, 315 1st Ave., and will continue until midnight.

**CANNERY WORKERS CONTRIBUTE TO UNION CAUSES**

Reported by Detwiler, Jan. 26, 9:30 a.m., a statement was made that the cannery workers have made a contribution to the union causes. The amount was not disclosed.

**THE STRIKE**

We are not yet a part of this strike. The strike is in progress, but we have not yet decided whether we will join it or not. We will keep you informed of any developments.

**SAILORS WHO WISH TO STRIKE**

Due to the conditions under which the sailors work, many of them believe that it is time for them to organize. We are working on the problem and will keep you informed of any developments.
I.L.A. Strike Committee
Ask All Subsidies Stop

Demand Subversive Owners Be Exposed

The following ad appeared under the headline "Subversive Owners Exposed," in the July 24, 1935 issue of the Voice of the Federation.

The activities of the I.L.A. Strike Committee is in harmony with the efforts of the Federated Federation of Labor and the Grand Alliance of Labor. The I.L.A. Committee is working to expose all subversive owners and to prevent the spread of capitalism.

The I.L.A. Strike Committee is asking all workers to support their efforts by joining the I.L.A. and by contributing to the I.L.A. strike fund.

The I.L.A. Strike Committee is also working to organize the workers in order to gain the right to strike and to negotiate with their employers.

The I.L.A. Strike Committee is also working to improve the living conditions of the workers, and to provide for their welfare and security.

The I.L.A. Strike Committee is also working to spread the principles of social democracy and to fight for the establishment of a socialist society.

The I.L.A. Strike Committee is also working to organize the workers in order to defend their rights and to fight against the exploitation of the capitalist class.
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Since the first part of the last week, the undisclosed personalized door has been marked with the signatures of Mr. F. McGrady, Asst. Sec. of Labor, to discuss various issues involved in the strike and means of settling them.

The Fairbank Free from Washington, D.C., was the last night. Mayor Shaw last Friday cut the salary of the Sailors' Union had concurred in. We did not method of having McGrady act as special attorney, to dismiss on the maritime employers for raising wages. The argument to these ends, including the entire selection of crews within the jurisdiction of the Board of Arbitration, was a lead and announced small wage increases for all.

Union Strikes May Intensify
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L. R. B. G. (FP) — The Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia has granted the appeal of the National Labor Relations Board and reversed the findings which held the employees in the banana industry eligible for representation by the United Food and Commercial Workers Union and ordered a new election. The decision reversed the Board's finding that the employees were engaged in commerce and that they were employed in movements affecting commerce, and it held that the Board's finding that the employees were engaged in commerce and that they were employed in movements affecting commerce, and it held that the Board's finding was not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole.

It is clear that the Board's finding was not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole.
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New Orleans Police Level Guns On Marine Strikers

Police Attack Fails To Stop Mobile Strike

Owners Offer Jailed Laborers $500 To Scab

MOBILE, Ala.—Officials of the police department here announced today that they had not broken the strong morale of the mobile strikers, even when they used their best efforts to break it. A blanket order to protest threats or menacing speeches was delivered to the local labor bureau of the American Federation of Labor bya city commissioner. After more than 30 strikers had been arrested, many of them for contempt of court, it was agreed that all charges against them would be dropped. The strike has not broken the strength of the union and the automobile companies here. The strike has not broken the spirit of the workers in the city and that they mean to stand up and put the companies in their place.

Louisiana Farmers Help New Orleans Strikers

Due to attempts from police, arresting of pickets, and running of the union hall, strikers are nearing an end time in New Orleans. Quite rights have been frequently respected. As an expression of solidarity, farmers delivered 86 sacks of potatoes to the strikers in New Orleans and New York.

Peonage Charged In South

Klansmen With Gun Hold Workers To Job

WASHINGTO, D.C.—A band of masked and armed men entered the offices of a New Orleans newspaper today and shot it in the head. A local labor leader was killed in the attack. The Klansmen are all reportedly joining the New Orleans and Jacksonville labor organizations.

Condemned Working Children

Pennsylvania Decrees Placing Industry In Home

WASHINGTON, D.C.—A committee of the House of Representatives today recommended the issuance of an order of condemnation against the Pennsylvania companies for violating the child labor laws. The order was recommended against the Pennsylvania companies for violating the child labor laws.

Dairy Unions Strike East Bay Plants; Fight Scabs

OAKLAND, Calif. — Following a number of unsuccessful attempts to settle the dispute, a strike was called by the dairy workers in the East Bay area.

New Government In Quebec Decrees Low Wage Scales

QUEBEC (C.P.)—The new government of Quebec has decreed a minimum wage of $1.50 per hour for all workers in the province.

VOCAL ACTS

LUXOR CABS

"A Union Driver Owns the Cab!"

ORDER 4040

We thank the Langhorne Shipyard workers for their patience during the past year that we have been unable to reach an agreement with them. We look forward to the future and the day when we can work together for the benefit of all.

A Square Deal

GREAT "ULTRA" U.S. Cabs

First to Sign with the Auto Mechanics